IntegriCo Composites of LA, a leading manufacturer of composite railroad ties, is seeking highly
motivated results oriented Quality Assurance Technicians for its Sarepta, LA location.

Required Qualifications:









Understand how production parts are used to help evaluate pass or fail situations and relay
that information to appropriate personnel.
Evaluate parts through check fixtures and visual inspection.
Ensure that parts produced in molding meet the quality measurements of our customers.
Must be able to communicate with other employees through verbal and written skills.
Be able to take accurate and time measurements using basic meteorology equipment such as
calipers, pyrometers, micrometers and gauges.
Have the ability to perform receiving inspection functions.
Good computers skills (Microsoft Office).
Ability to recognize and respond to emergency situations upon being constantly aware of
environment and surroundings.

Essential Functions:
 Be able to communicate effectively with inspectors on all shifts any issues related to quality












and or the department.
Review, organize and file QA related paperwork.
Monitor and audit process parameter paperwork to ensure that jobs are being run to
standard settings.
Monitor materials, manufacturing process, and inspection process to insure quality products
are produced.
Be a first point of contact for quality issues and cross shift communication.
Communicate the occurrence of defects, out of control conditions and other problems to the
Quality Manager and the Manufacturing Department.
Report Quality problems, processing problems, control chart problems.
Report incoming inspection, and reviews returned defective material as directed by the
Quality Manager.
Report time variance with production schedule needs.
Maintain storage and rotation of first piece evaluation parts.
Ensure that control plans are being followed.
Be available with little or no notice to work overtime in critical situations.

Please send letter of interest and qualifications to:
Darlene Harrison, Office Manager
IntegriCo Composites of LA
Darlene.harrison@integrico.com

108 INDUCTO WAY
TELEPHONE: (318) 639-3200

SAREPTA LA.
 FACSIMILE:

WWW.INTEGRICO.COM

71071
(318) 639-3199

